
                     STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: South Canterbury RC @ Phar Lap Raceway Date: Sunday, 19 July 2020 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Slow (9) 
Rail: True 
Stewards: J Oatham (Chairman), M Davidson, D Wadley 
Vet: Dr D Williamson 
Typist: C McMullan 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: JIMINY CRICKET, PAINT ME RED, LINEDANCEKING, SCARFI, RELIABLY PERKY, KIWI PRINCESS, 

HATRICK BOYS, APELLIDO, NEWMARKET 
 

Suspensions: Race 7 D Prastiyou O’GUY 
Excessive use of whip [Rule 638(3)(b)(ii)] Suspended 26/7-2/8 incl, 4 days 

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil   

Warnings: Race  2 K Chowdhoory WATCHMAKER 
Whip use [Rule 638(3)(b)(ii)]  

  3 R Cuneen MIDDAGURD 
Shifting ground 1000 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

  4 K Williams MANHATTAN FLAME 
Shifting ground 950 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Horse Actions: Nil   

Follow Up: Nil   

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Nil   

Late Scratchings: Nil   

 
GENERAL:  

No issues to report. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Riccarton Park - Canterbury Jockey Club - Saturday 11 July 2020 
Race 8 - Norwood Farm Machinery Rating 95 (1200m) 
WHALE SONG - Co-trainer M Pitman advised that the gelding had pulled up well and would be continuing on with its 
current preparation but looking for improved footing for its next start. 
 
Race 10 - Christchurch Casino Rating 77 (1400m) 
QUAINTRELLE - Co-trainer M Pitman advised that the mare has now been retired from racing. 
 
Race 11 - Racecourse Hotel & Motor Lodge Rating 74 (1600m) 
SMILING ASSASIN - Co-trainer M Pitman advised that the gelding has now been retired from racing. 
 



 
 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 BACK ON TRACK AT PHAR LAP MAIDEN (1200m) 

TRADITION (G Jogoo) - Crowded at the start losing ground, raced ungenerously in the early stages. 
 
OVATION (J Fawcett) - Crowded at the start losing ground, gave ground passing the 500 metres and was not 
persevered with in the final straight with the rider unable to offer any excuse for the filly’s performance. 
 
DANCING IN THE SKY (S Wynne) - Raced keenly into the first bend and had to be steadied for some distance passing 
the 900 metres continuing to hang outwards throughout. 
 
ARROYO (C Barnes) - Raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
 
T Comignaghi (RIPA RUBY) - Advised to exercise care when shifting ground after angling outwards abruptly rounding 
the final turn near the 400 metres when not fully clear of DANCING IN THE SKY. 
 
AYAPPAN (BB Hong) - Shifted across heels when attempting to obtain clear running near the 250 metres 
inconveniencing JIMINY CRICKET. Apprentice BB Hong was advised to exercise care. 
 

Race 2 LASER ELECTRICAL - TIMARU MAIDEN 1200 (1200m) 

MISS HARLEY QUINN (G Jogoo) - Slow to begin. 
 
AORANGI ASSASSIN (J Fawcett) - Crowded at the start losing ground. 
 
SOURIRE DE SOTHYS (R Cuneen) - Began awkwardly shifting outwards crowding outside runners. 
 
INHERITANCE (T Moseley) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground. 
 
VAGUE (T Comignaghi) - Raced wide without cover in the early to middle stages. 
 
NOT EVEN ‘OW (W Papier) - Raced wide in the early stages. 
 
OPHELIA ROSE (R Mudhoo) - Had to be steadied away from the heels of PAINT ME RED which was being steadied to 
obtain cover passing the 900 metres. 
 
GLORY CHANCE (K Asano) - Lay out rounding the final turn. 
 
K Chowdhoory (WATCHMAKER) - Issued with a warning for his whip use. 
 

Race 3 CATERING SOUTH CANTERBURY SPRINT (1200m) 

OUTRAM (J Lowry) - Restrained after jumping from the outside barrier to shift to a position closer to the running rail. 
 
KNOWN TO FLIRT (R Mudhoo) - Slow to begin. 
 
ALONZO (K Chowdhoory) - Crowded and buffeted shortly after the start when runners to either side shifted ground. 
 
PERFIDIA (K Mudhoo) - Crowded and buffeted shortly after the start when runners to either side shifted ground, 
steadied away from the heels of NOAH (C Campbell) which shifted inwards when laying in near the 1050 metres.  C 
Campbell was advised to exercise care.  Contributing was slight outward movement from ALONZO.  
 



MIDDAGURD (R Cuneen) - Got its head up and raced ungenerously when having to be restrained to avoid the heels of 
TAP ‘N’ GO (L Callaway) which was being steadied after shifting inwards passing the 1000 metres when not fully clear. 
L Callaway was advised to exercise care.  MIDDAGURD continued to race ungenerously again having to be steadied 
when becoming awkwardly placed near the heels of SWISS EIRE (W Papier) which rolled in slightly near the 800 
metres.  Apprentice W Papier was advised to exercise greater care. 
 
SWISS EIRE (W Papier) - When questioned regarding performance rider advised that the gelding had been 
disappointing, with co-trainer M Pitman being of the opinion that SWISS EIRE had failed to handle today’s track 
conditions and would now be spelled. 
 
MISS TILLY WINKS (J Fawcett) - Raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
 
VICE MARSHALL (S Toolooa) - Raced wide without cover throughout. 
 
R Cuneen (MIDDAGURD) - Issued with a warning after permitting his mount to shift inwards when not fully clear of 
LEIGHTON WARRIOR which had to be steadied near the 1000 metres. 
 

Race 4 ONCEUPONATIME AT BELMONT PARK DASH HANDICAP (1200m) 

EMILY MARGARET (S Toolooa) - Slow to begin. 
 
SO NATURAL (G Jogoo) - Slow to begin, steadied when improving onto heels near the 900 metres. 
 
SORCERESS (K Asano) - Began awkwardly before being crowded shortly after the start losing ground when MISS RICKY 
BOBBY shifted outwards abruptly. 
 
STELLA DAZE (R Mudhoo) - Began awkwardly and bounded at the start then over raced through the early stages. 
 
OUR TEDDY BOY (C Campbell) - Buffeted and unbalanced shortly after the start when inside runners shifted out, 
raced three wide without cover. 
 
NOWHERE MAN (K Chowdhoory) - Raced wide without cover. 
 
K Williams (MANHATTAN FLAME) - Issued with a warning after permitting her mount to shift inwards near the 950 
metres when not sufficiently clear forcing DEVIOUS inwards. 
 
DEVIOUS (T Comignaghi) - Crowded and dictated inwards when racing into the bend near the 950 metres and over 
raced for a distance. 
 

Race 5 NIGHT’N DAY PARK & MORE FM STAYERS MAIDEN (2200m) 

JACK THE RIPPER (L Allpress) - Made the first bend awkwardly shifting outwards dictating RELIABLY PERKY wider on 
the track for a distance. 
 
RELIABLY PERKY (K Asano) - Dictated wider for a distance rounding the first bend. 
 

Race 6 PARK HILL STABLES MILE MAIDEN (1600m) 

KIWI PRINCESS (J Fawcett) - Slow to begin. 
 
SHELBY DEVINE (R Beeharry) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground, held up passing the 500 metres and was 
unable to obtain clear running until near the 250 metres. 
 
SUNNY LADY (S Toolooa) - Raced wide into the first bend. 



 
JOLLY ZAM (Y Chew) - Raced wide without cover throughout, steadied away from the heels of MAH GIRL near the 300 
metres. 
 
GRAB THE BAR (K Chowdhoory) - Raced wide throughout. 
 
KEEP QUIET (R Cuneen) - Held up rounding the final turn continuing to have some difficulty finding clear running until 
inside the final 200 metres. 
 

Race 7 THE JON SNOW, KING IN THE SOUTH HANDICAP 1600 (1600m) 

JUST PUSH PLAY (Y Chew) - Crowded between runners shortly after the start losing ground. 
 
ARE YOU CEREAL (S Wynne) - Crowded between runners shortly after the start losing ground, made the first bend 
awkwardly having to be steadied off heels. 
 
OREPUKI LAD (K Williams) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. When questioned regarding performance 
rider advised that the gelding had never travelled well and had felt disinterested. 
 
D Prastiyou (O’GUY) - Admitted a charge of excessive use of the whip prior to the 100 metres with the Judicial 
Committee suspending his licence to ride at race meetings for 4 national riding days effective from the conclusion of 
racing on Saturday 25 July up to and including Sunday 2 August. 
 
BLUEY’S CHANCE (R Beeharry) - Rider was questioned regarding his riding tactics advising that after beginning well 
from a wide barrier he had opted to go forward to take a position near the running rail and after reaching the lead 
racing adjacent to the rail had attempted to steady his mount but had been unable to do so successfully when 
challenged by KANDARI through the middle stages.  As a result BLUEY’S CHANCE and KANDARI established a 
substantial lead on the field from near the 800 metres with BLUEY’S CHANCE then being quickly beaten when headed 
in the straight. Apprentice R Beeharry was reprimanded and advised that he must show better judgement in his riding 
in future, and after riding aggressively out of the barrier should have made a greater attempt to steady his mount 
after taking a prominent position. 
 
KANDARI (K Kwo) - When questioned regarding his riding tactics rider advised that he had been instructed to go 
forward and sit near the pace and that the gelding has a tendency to over race if being restrained, adding that after 
improving to the outside of BLUEY’S CHANCE approaching the 1200 metres KANDARI continued to race very keenly 
and he had been unwilling to attempt to over restrain the gelding given his instructions.  K Kwo was reprimanded and 
advised that in the circumstances he should have made a greater attempt to steady his mount and attempt to take a 
trail behind BLUEY’S CHANCE. 
 

Race 8 WILLOW GLEN STUD SUPPORTING RACING IN SC HCP (1600m) 

GOLDEN VALKYRIE (R Mudhoo) - Slow to begin. 
 
FRIDAY KNIGHT (G Jogoo) - Slow to begin. 
 
SHAZ THE BANK (S Toolooa) - Over raced in the early stages due to the lack of tempo. 
 
LINCOLN ZEPHYR (C Campbell) - Over raced in the early stages due to the lack of tempo and had to be steadied away 
from heels for a distance passing the 1400 metres. 
 
TAKEITLIKEAMAN (R Beeharry) - Over raced in the early stages due to the lack of tempo. 
 



MY CASHIER (R Cuneen) - Had to be firmly restrained near the 1400 metres for a distance when improving onto heels. 
When questioned regarding performance rider advised that the gelding had not been suited by the slow tempo of the 
race and in his opinion is now looking for more ground. 
 
TOP GHIA (C Barnes) - Raced wide without cover, over raced through the middle stages due to the lack of tempo. 
 

Race 9 THANK YOU & FAREWELL STU HANDICAP (1600m) 

MADAM DE SOIR (S Wynne) - Slow to begin. 
 
SPIDER LILY (T Comignaghi) - Slow to begin. 
 
RUMOUR HAS IT (D Prastiyou) - Slow to begin. 
 
SHOCK AND AWE (J Fawcett) - Slow to begin. 
 
RELIABLE GLOW (K Chowdhoory) - Slow to begin, had to shift ground outwards across heels to obtain clear running 
approaching the 200 metres. 
 
HEBERITE (J Lowry) - Over raced in the early stages and had to be steadied away from heels when making the first 
bend, hampered near the 1100 metres. 
 
VAN DIAMOND (C Johnson) - Began to over race badly passing the 1200 metres and had to be shifted outwards to 
avoid heels passing the 1100 metres hampering HEBERITE which was forced onto PREDICTION. 
 
PREDICTION (K Asano) - Raced three wide without cover throughout, hampered passing the 1100 metres. 
 
YOUVEBEENLITUP (G Jogoo) - Held up rounding the final turn near the 400 metres until inside the final 200 metres. 
 

 

Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment. 

 


